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weADAPT-CIP-AfricaAdapt: 

collaborating on climate adaptation issues   



+ Objectives 

•Joint initiative to advance the development, refinement and links 
between weADAPT, AfricaAdapt and CIP. 

•User Labs: 2 workshops with CIFOR (Bogor) and ENDA (Dakar) 
using portals to work on case studies, while collecting feedback 
for portal improvement and integration 

 

How useful are these portals, how can they be improved and 
what sort of links between them would be helpful? 

 

  



+ User feedback 

•Improve conceptual and technical links and make it 
easier to transition between portals. 

•Entry level vs advanced content; who are we aiming 
at? Clear differences between the two sets of 
participants. 

•Link climate data with projects + guidance on how to 
use. Links to AA would help bring in less technical 
content. 

 

 

  



+ Integration 

•Major integration is of climate data (CIP) 
and adaptation projects (weADAPT).  

•Case study guidance on using cc info 

  



+ Linking themes 

• Set of AA case studies as placemarks 

• Case studies from SEI/ENDA adaptation 

toolkit 

 

 

  



+ Evaluation 

‘I get information from weADAPT and CIP for my work on 
adaptation planning’ 

 

•Structure of user labs found useful; portal use amongst 
participants increased. 

•Integration reported as ‘a good step forward’ which saves time 
and makes portals easier to use. 

•Question of target audience - who are the portals for?  

  



+ Lessons learned 

•Major value in having the time for portal teams to 
interact with participants, see portals in use and 
importantly build relationships 

•Iterative process very valuable – being able to hold 
two user labs allowed many more improvements and 
a much better integration. 

•Bandwidth remains a problem; offline content, 
apps/development of phone-friendly portals? 

  



+ Moving on 

•Very keen to carry out more user-labs, especially testing 
mapping integration or with a more decision-maker audience. 

•Exploration of potential links to other remote sensing datasets 

through CIP and CDKN CSAG-NASA collaboration 

•3-way user survey 

•Further partnerships – portals and to build capacity around 

certain issues (e.g. as with CIFOR for forests) 

 

  


